We perform a detailed vertical analysis of application performance atop a range of modern file systems and SSD FTLs. We formalize the "unwritten contract" that clients of SSDs should follow to obtain high performance, and conduct our analysis to uncover application and file system designs that violate the contract. Our analysis, which utilizes a highly detailed SSD simulation underneath traces taken from real workloads and file systems, provides insight into how to better construct applications, file systems, and FTLs to realize robust and sustainable performance.
Introduction
In-depth performance analysis lies at the heart of systems research. Over many years, careful and detailed analysis of memory systems [26, 81] , file systems [36, 50, 51, 66, 84, 87] , parallel applications [91] , operating system kernel structure [35] , and many other aspects of systems [25, 29, 37, 41, 65] has yielded critical, and often surprising, insights into systems design and implementation.
However, perhaps due to the rapid evolution of storage systems in recent years, there exists a large and important gap in our understanding of I/O performance across the storage stack. New data-intensive applications, such as LSM-based (Log-Structured Merge-tree) key-value stores, are increasingly common [6, 14] ; new file systems, such as F2FS [62] , have been created for an emerging class of flash-based Solid State Drives (SSDs); finally, the devices themselves are rapidly evolving, with aggressive flash-based translation layers (FTLs) consisting of a wide range of optimizations. How well do these applications work on these modern file systems, when running on the most recent class of SSDs? What aspects of the current stack work well, and which do not?
The goal of our work is to perform a detailed vertical analysis of the application/file-system/SSD stack to answer the aforementioned questions. We frame our study around the file-system/SSD interface, as it is critical for achieving high performance. While SSDs provide the same interface Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for components of this work owned by others than the author(s) must be honored. Abstracting with credit is permitted. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and /or a fee. Request permissions from permissions@acm.org. as hard drives, how higher layers utilize said interface can greatly affect overall throughput and latency. Our first contribution is to formalize the "unwritten contract" between file systems and SSDs, detailing how upper layers must treat SSDs to extract the highest instantaneous and long-term performance. Our work here is inspired by Schlosser and Ganger's unwritten contract for hard drives [82] , which includes three rules that must be tacitly followed in order to achieve high performance on Hard Disk Drives (HDDs); similar rules have been suggested for SMR (Shingled Magnetic Recording) drives [46] .
We present five rules that are critical for users of SSDs. First, to exploit the internal parallelism of SSDs, SSD clients should issue large requests or many outstanding requests (Request Scale rule). Second, to reduce translation-cache misses in FTLs, SSDs should be accessed with locality (Locality rule). Third, to reduce the cost of converting pagelevel to block-level mappings in hybrid-mapping FTLs, clients of SSDs should start writing at the aligned beginning of a block boundary and write sequentially (Aligned Sequentiality rule). Fourth, to reduce the cost of garbage collection, SSD clients should group writes by the likely death time of data (Grouping By Death Time rule). Fifth, to reduce the cost of wear-leveling, SSD clients should create data with similar lifetimes (Uniform Data Lifetime rule). The SSD rules are naturally more complex than their HDD counterparts, as SSD FTLs (in their various flavors) have more subtle performance properties due to features such as wear leveling [30] and garbage collection [31, 71] .
We utilize this contract to study application and file system pairings atop a range of SSDs. Specifically, we study the performance of four applications -LevelDB (a keyvalue store), RocksDB (a LevelDB-based store optimized for SSDs), SQLite (a more traditional embedded database), and Varmail (an email server benchmark) -running atop a range of modern file systems -Linux ext4 [69] , XFS [88] , and the flash-friendly F2FS [62] . To perform the study and extract the necessary level of detail our analysis requires, we build WiscSee, an analysis tool, along with WiscSim, a detailed and extensively evaluated discrete-event SSD simulator that can model a range of page-mapped and hybrid FTL designs [48, 54, 57, 74] . We extract traces from each application/file-system pairing, and then, by applying said traces to WiscSim, study and understand details of system performance that previously were not well understood. WiscSee and WiscSim are available at http://research.cs.
wisc.edu/adsl/Software/wiscsee/.
Our study yields numerous results regarding how well applications and file systems adhere to the SSD contract; some results are surprising whereas others confirm commonlyheld beliefs. For each of the five contract rules, our general findings are as follows. For request scale, we find that log structure techniques in both applications and file systems generally increase the scale of writes, as desired to adhere to the contract; however, frequent barriers in both applications and file systems limit performance and some applications issue only a limited number of small read requests. We find that locality is most strongly impacted by the file system; specifically, locality is improved with aggressive space reuse, but harmed by poor log structuring practices and legacy HDD block-allocation policies. I/O alignment and sequentiality are not achieved as easily as expected, despite both application and file system log structuring. For death time, we find that although applications often appropriately separate data by death time, file systems and FTLs do not always maintain this separation. Finally, applications should ensure uniform data lifetimes since in-place-update file systems preserve the lifetime of application data.
We have learned several lessons from our study. First, log structuring is helpful for generating write requests at a high scale, but it is not a panacea and sometimes hurts performance (e.g., log-structured file systems fragment application data structures, producing workloads that incur higher overhead). Second, due to subtle interactions between workloads and devices, device-specific optimizations require detailed understanding: some classic HDD optimizations perform surprisingly well on SSDs while some SSD-optimized applications and file systems perform poorly (e.g., F2FS delays trimming data, which subsequently increases SSD space utilization, leading to higher garbage collection costs). Third, simple workload classifications (e.g., random vs. sequential writes) are orthogonal to important rules of the SSD unwritten contract (e.g., grouping by death time) and are therefore not useful; irrelevant workload classifications can lead to oversimplified myths about SSDs (e.g., random writes considered harmful [71] ). This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the background of SSDs. Section 3 describes the rules of the SSD unwritten contract. Section 4 presents the methodology of our analysis. In Section 5, we conduct vertical analysis of applications, file systems and FTLs to examine behaviors that violate the contract rules. Section 6 introduces related work. Section 7 concludes this paper.
Background
The most popular storage technology for SSDs is NAND flash. A flash chip consists of blocks, which are typically hundreds of KBs (e.g., 128 KB), or much larger (e.g., 4 MB) for large-capacity SSDs [16, 21] . A block consists of pages, which often range from 2 KB to 16 KB [9, 10, 17] . SingleLevel Cell (SLC) flash, which stores a single bit in a memory element, usually has smaller page sizes, lower latency, better endurance and higher costs than Multi-Level Cell (MLC) flash, which stores multiple bits in a memory element [28] .
Flash chips support three operations: read, erase, and program (or write). Reading and programming are usually performed at the granularity of a page, whereas erasing can only be done for an entire block; one can program pages only after erasing the whole block. Reading is often much faster than programming (e.g., eight times faster [16] ), and erasing is the slowest, but can have higher in-chip bandwidth than programming (e.g., 83 MB/s for erase as compared to 9.7 MB/s for write [16] ). A block is usually programmed from the low page to high page to avoid program disturbance, an effect that changes nearby bits unintentionally [10, 11, 28] .
Modern SSDs use a controller to connect flash chips via channels, which are the major source of parallelism. The number of channels in modern SSDs can range from a few to dozens [5, 40, 42, 73] . The controller uses RAM to store its operational data, client data, and the mapping between host logical addresses and physical addresses.
To hide the complexity of SSD internals, the controller usually contains a piece of software called an FTL (Flash Translation Layer); the FTL provides the host with a simple block interface and manages all the operations on the flash chips. FTLs can employ vastly different designs [48, 54, 57, 63, 64, 67, 74, 75, 93, 95] . Although not explicitly stated, each FTL requires clients to follow a unique set of rules in order to achieve good performance. We call these implicit rules the unwritten contract of SSDs.
Unwritten Contract
Users of an SSD often read its written contract, which is a specification of its interfaces. Violation of the written contract will lead to failures; for example, incorrectly formatted commands will be rejected by the receiving storage device. In contrast, the unwritten contract [82] of an SSD is an implicit performance specification that stems from its internal architecture and design. An unwritten contract is not enforced but violations significantly impact performance.
SSDs have different performance characteristics from HDDs in part due to unpredictable background activities such as garbage collection and wear-leveling. On an SSD, an access pattern may have excellent performance at first, but degrade due to background activities [47, 62, 71, 85] . To reflect this distinction, we call these regimes immediate performance and sustainable performance. Immediate performance is the maximum performance achievable by a workload's I/O pattern. Sustainable performance is the performance that could be maintained by an SSD given this workload in the long term.
In this section, we summarize the rules of the unwritten contract of SSDs and their impact on immediate and sustainable performance.
Request Scale
Modern SSDs have multiple independent units, such as channels, that can work in parallel. To exploit this paral- 
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Figure 1: Example of Aligned Sequentiality and a violation of it. Each block has four pages. Writes must be programmed on a flash block from low to high pages to avoid program disturbance. The page-level mapping on the left can be converted to a single block-level mapping: logical block 2 ! physical block 4. The example on the right cannot be converted without re-arranging the data.
lelism, one common technique when request sizes are large is to stripe each request into sub-requests and send them to different units [25, 34, 45, 53] . When request sizes are small, the FTL can distribute the requests to different units. To concurrently process multiple host requests, modern SSDs support Native Command Queuing (NCQ) 1 or similar features [12, 19] ; a typical maximum queue depth of modern SATA SSDs is 32 requests [4, 34] .
To capture the importance of exploiting internal parallelism in an SSD, the first rule of our unwritten contract is Request Scale: SSD clients should issue large data requests or multiple concurrent requests. A small request scale leads to low resource utilization and reduces immediate and sustainable performance [34, 53] .
Locality
Because flash chips do not allow in-place updates, an FTL must maintain a dynamic mapping between logical 2 and physical pages. A natural choice is a page-level mapping, which maintains a one-to-one mapping between logical and physical pages. Unfortunately, such a mapping requires a large amount of RAM, which is scarce due to its high price, relatively high power consumption, and competing demands for mapping and data caching [48] . With a page size of 2 KB, a 512-GB SSD would require 2 GB of RAM. 3 Having larger pages, such as those ( 4 KB) of popular MLC flash, will reduce the required space. However, SLC flash, which often has pages that are not larger than 2 KB, is still often used to cache bursty writes because of its lower latency [23] . The use of SLC flash increases the demand for RAM.
On-demand FTLs, which store mappings in flash and cache them in RAM, reduce the RAM needed for mappings. The mapping for a translation is loaded only when needed 1 NCQ technology was proposed to allow sending multiple requests to an HDD so the HDD can reorder them to reduce seek time. Modern SSDs employ NCQ to increase the concurrency of requests. 2 We call the address space exposed by the SSD the logical space; a unit in the logical space is a logical page. 3 2 GB = (512 GB/2 KB) ⇤ 8 bytes, where the 8 bytes include 4 bytes for each logical and physical page number. and may be evicted to make room for new translations. Locality is needed for such a translation cache to work; some FTLs exploit only temporal locality [48] , while others exploit both temporal and spatial locality [54, 63, 64] .
Thus the contract has a Locality rule: SSD clients should access with locality. Workloads without locality can incur a poor immediate performance because frequent cache misses lead to many translation-related reads and writes [48, 54] . Poor locality also impacts sustainable performance because data movement during garbage collection and wear-leveling requires translations and mapping updates.
Locality is not only valuable for reducing required RAM for translations, but also for other purposes. For example, all types of SSDs are sensitive to locality due to their data cache. In addition, for SSDs that arrange flash chips in a RAID-like fashion, writes with good locality are more likely to update the same stripe and the parity calculation can thus be batched and written concurrently [92] , improving performance.
Aligned Sequentiality
Another choice for reducing memory requirements is hybrid mapping [57, 63, 64, 74] , in which part of the address space is covered by page-level mappings and the rest by block-level mappings. Since one entry of a block-level map can cover much more space than a page-level mapping, the memory requirements are significantly reduced. For example, if 90% of a 512-GB SSD (128 KB block) is covered by block-level mapping, the hybrid FTL only needs 233 MB. 4 A hybrid FTL uses page-level mappings for new data and converts them to block-level mappings when it runs out of mapping cache. The cost of such conversions (also known as merges) depends on the existing page-level mapping, which in turn depends on the alignment and sequentiality of writes. The example in Figure 1 demonstrates aligned and sequential writes and an example of the opposite. To convert the aligned mapping to block-level, the FTL can simply remove all page-level mappings and add a block-level mapping. To convert the unaligned mapping, the FTL has to read all the data, reorder, and write the data to a new block.
Due to the high cost of moving data, clients of SSDs with hybrid FTLs should start writing at the aligned beginning of a block boundary and write sequentially. This Aligned Sequentiality rule does not affect immediate performance since the conversion happens later, but violating this rule degrades sustainable performance because of costly data movement during the delayed conversion.
Grouping by Death Time
The death time of a page is the time the page is discarded or overwritten by the host. If a block has data with different death times, then there is a time window between the first and last page invalidations within which both live and dead data reside in the block. We call such a time window a In the figure, Vertical locations of the data in the same group are randomized to emphasize its irrelevance to this rule. Note that grouping by space is not available in non-segmented FTLs [48, 54, 95] .
zombie window and a block in a zombie window a zombie block. In general, larger zombie windows lead to increased odds of a block being selected for garbage collection and incurring costly data movement, as the FTL must move the live data to a new block and erase the victim block. Zombie windows can be reduced if data with similar death times are placed in the same block [38, 44, 56, 76] . There are two practical ways to achieve this. First, the host can order the writes, so data with similar death times are gathered in the write sequence. Because many FTLs append data to a log, the consecutively written data is physically clustered, as demonstrated in Figure 2 (left). We call this grouping by order.
Second, the host can place different death groups in different portions of space. This approach relies on logical space segmentation, which is a popular technique in FTLs [57, 63, 74] . Because FTLs place data written in different segments to different logs, placing death groups to different logical segments isolates them physically, as demonstrated in Figure 2 (right). We call this grouping by space. Grouping by order and grouping by space both help to conform to the Grouping By Death Time rule. Note that clients of segmented FTLs can group by order or space. However, on non-segmented FTLs, grouping by space does not have any effect.
The rule of grouping by death time is often misunderstood as separating hot and cold data [75, 86, 94] , which essentially can be described as grouping by lifetime. Note that two pieces of data can have the same lifetime (i.e., hotness) but distant death times. The advice of separating hot and cold data is inaccurate and misleading.
Grouping by death time does not affect immediate performance in page-level FTLs or hybrid FTLs, because in both cases data is simply appended to the log block. Violation of this rule impacts sustainable performance due to increasing the cost of garbage collection.
Uniform Data Lifetime
Flash cells can endure a limited number of program/erase (P/E) cycles before wearing out [55, 72] . The number of Immediate Performance Sustainable Performance Type RS LC AL GP LT RS LC AL GP LT Page X X X X X X Hybrid X X X X P/E cycles is on the order of 10 3 P/E cycles for recent commercial SSDs [10, 70, 83] and is expected to decrease in the future [68] . A cell that is worn out becomes unstable or completely unusable. Uneven block wearout can lead to loss of the over-provisioning area of an SSD, which is critical for performance. Severely uneven wearout can lead to premature loss of device capacity.
To prevent uneven wear out, FTLs conduct wear-leveling, which can be dynamic or static [30] . Dynamic wear-leveling evens the P/E count by using a less-used block when a new block is needed. Static wear-leveling is often done by copying data in a rarely-used block to a new location so the block can be used for more active data. Static wear-leveling can be done periodically or triggered with a threshold. Since static wear-leveling incurs costly data movement, which interferes foreground traffic and increases the total wear of the device, it is preferable to avoid.
To reduce wear-leveling cost, we introduce the Uniform Lifetime rule: clients of SSDs should create data with similar lifetimes. Data with relatively long lifetimes utilize blocks for long periods, during which data with shorter lifetimes quickly use and reduce the available P/E cycles of other blocks, leading to uneven wearout. If client data have more uniform lifetimes, blocks will be released for reuse after roughly the same amount of time. Lack of lifetime uniformity does not directly impact immediate performance, but impacts sustainable performance as it necessitates wearleveling and leads to loss of capacity.
Discussion
The unwritten contract of SSDs is summarized in Table 1 . Some rules in the contract are independent, and others are implicitly correlated. For example, Request Scale does not conflict with the other rules, as it specifies the count and size of requests, while the rest of the rules specifies the address and time of data operations. However, some rules are interdependent in subtle ways; for example, data writes with aligned sequentiality imply good locality; but good locality does not imply aligned sequentiality.
The performance impact of rule violations depends on the characteristics of the FTL and the architecture of the SSD. For example, violating the request scale rule can have limited performance impact if the SSD has only one channel and thus is insensitive to request scale; however, the violation may significantly reduce performance on an SSD with many channels. Although we do not focus on quantifying such performance impact in this paper, in Table 2 we present the empirical performance impact of rule violations reported, either directly or indirectly, by existing literature. The fact that an SSD presents certain rules does not necessarily mean that SSD clients can always comply. For example, an SSD may require a client to group data with the same death time by order, but this requirement may conflict with the durability needs of the client; specifically, a client that needs durability may frequently flush metadata and data together that have different death times. Generally, a client should not choose an SSD with rules that the client violates. However, due to the multi-dimensional requirements of the rules, such an SSD may not be available. To achieve high performance in such an environment, one must carefully study the workloads of clients and the reactions of SSDs.
Methodology
The contractors of an SSD are the applications and file systems, which generate the SSD workload, i.e., a sequence of I/O operations on the logical space. Both applications and file systems play important roles in determining the I/O pattern. Application developers choose data structures for various purposes, producing different I/O patterns; for example, for searchable data records, using a B-tree to layout data in a file can reduce the number of I/O transfers, compared with an array or a linked list. File systems, residing between applications and the SSD, may alter the access pattern of the workload; for example, a log-structured file system can turn random writes of applications into sequential ones [80] , which may make workloads comply with the contract of HDDs. How to analyze SSD behaviors? We run combinations of applications and file systems on a commodity SSD, collect block traces and feed the traces to our discrete-event SSD simulator, WiscSim.
5 WiscSim allows us to investigate the internal behaviors of SSDs. To the best of our knowledge, WiscSim is the first SSD simulator that supports NCQ [25, 48, 53, 59] . WiscSim is fully functional, supporting multiple mapping and page allocation schemes, garbage collection, and wear-leveling. The input trace of WiscSim is collected on a 32-core machine with a modern SATA SSD with a maximum NCQ depth of 32 [4] , which allows concurrent processing of up to 32 requests. We use a 1-GB partition of the 480 GB available space, which allows us to simulate quickly. Our findings hold for larger devices as our analysis will demonstrate. Why design a new simulator? We develop a new simulator instead of extending an existing one (e.g., FlashSim [48, 59] , SSDsim [53] , and SSD extension for DiskSim [25] ). One reason is that most existing simulators (FlashSim and SSDsim) do not implement discrete-event simulation 6 [48, 53, 59 ], a method for simulating queuing systems like SSDs [79] . Without discrete-event simulation, we found it challenging to implement critical functionality such as concurrent request handling (as mandated by NCQ). The second reason is that existing simulators do not have comprehensive tests to ensure correctness. As a result, we concluded that the amount of work to extend existing platforms exceeded the implementation of a new simulator. Why focus on internal metrics instead of end-to-end performance? Our analysis in this paper is based not on endto-end performance 7 , but on the internal states that impact end-to-end performance. The internal states (e.g., cache miss ratio, zombie block states, misaligned block states) are fundamental sources of performance change. We have validated the correctness of the internal states with 350 unit tests; some of the tests examine the end-to-end data integrity to ensure that all components (e.g., address translation, garbage collection) work as expected. What are the applications studied? We study a variety of applications, including LevelDB (version 1.18) [6] , RocksDB (version 4.11.2) [14] , SQLite (Roll Back mode and Write-Ahead-Logging mode, version 3.8.2) [18] and the Varmail benchmark [2] . LevelDB is a popular NoSQL database based on log-structured merge trees; log-structured merge trees are designed to avoid random writes through log structuring and occasional compaction and garbage collection. Its periodic background compaction operations read key-value pairs from multiple files and write them to new files. RocksDB is based on LevelDB but optimizes its operations for SSDs by (among other things) increasing the concurrency of its compaction operations. SQLite is a popular B-tree based database widely used on mobile devices, desktops and cloud servers. The default consistency implementation is roll-back journaling (hereafter refer to as RB), in which a journal file, containing data before a transaction, is frequently created and deleted. More recent versions of SQLite also support write-ahead logging (hereafter referred to as WAL), in which a log file is used to keep data to be committed to the database. The WAL mode typically performs less data flushing and more sequential writes. Varmail is a benchmark that mimics the behavior of email servers which append and read many small (tens of KBs) files using 16 threads. SSDs are often used to improve the performance of such workloads.
Why are these applications chosen? Through these applications, we examine how well application designs comply with the SSD contract in interesting ways. With the collection of databases, we can study the differences of access patterns between essential data structures: B-tree and LSMTree. We can also study the effectiveness of SSD optimizations by comparing LevelDB and RocksDB. Additionally, we can investigate differences between mechanisms implementing the same functionality -implementing data consistency by Write-Ahead Logging and Roll Back journaling in SQLite. Besides databases, we choose Varmail to represent a large class of applications that operate on multiple files, flush frequently, and request small data. These applications perform poorly on HDDs and demand SSDs for high performance. The applications that we chose cover a limited space of the population of existing applications, but we believe that our findings can be generalized and the tools we designed are helpful in analyzing other applications.
What access patterns are studied? We study a variety of usage patterns for each application. These patterns include sequential, random insertions and queries, as well as their mix, for all database applications. Sequential and random queries are conducted on sequentially and randomly inserted databases, respectively. LevelDB and RocksDB are driven by their built-in benchmark db bench, using 16 byte keys and 100 byte values. SQLite is driven by a simple microbenchmark that we developed to perform basic operations; we commit a transaction after every 10 operations. The SQLite database has the same key and value sizes as LevelDB and RocksDB. The exact number of operations (insertions, updates or queries) performed on these database applications depend on the goal of the experiment. For example, to evaluate the Uniform Data Lifetime rule, we insert and update key-value records for hundreds of millions of times. For Varmail, we study small, large, and mixed (i.e., both small and large) collections of files, which reflect small, large, and mixed email workloads on a single server. We limit the memory usage of each application with Linux control groups [7] to avoid large cache effects.
What file systems are studied? We study two traditional file systems (ext4 and XFS) and a newer one that is designed for SSDs (F2FS), all on Linux 4.5.4. Both ext4 and XFS are among the most mature and popular Linux file systems. Although originally designed for HDDs, the fact that they are stable and well-established has caused them to be widely used for SSDs [1, 3] . F2FS (Flash-Friendly File System) is a log-structured file system that is claimed to be optimized for modern SSDs. F2FS is a part of the mainline Linux kernel and is under active development. In our evaluation, we enable discard (also known as trim) support for all file systems, as suggested by some major cloud providers [1, 3] .
How to evaluate rule violations? We evaluate how well the contractors conform to each rule with the help of WiscSee. WiscSee automatically executes, traces and analyzes combinations of applications and file systems. To examine request scale and uniform data lifetime, WiscSee analyzes the traces directly; for locality, aligned sequentiality, and grouping by death time, WiscSee feeds the traces through WiscSim as these items require understanding the internal states of the SSD. The best metrics for evaluations are often suggested by the rule. For example, to evaluate locality we examine miss ratio curves [89, 90] , whereas to understand death time, we introduce a new metric, zombie curves.
We evaluate rules individually, which has several benefits. First, it makes the analysis relevant to a wide spectrum of FTLs. An FTL is sensitive to a subset of rules; understanding each rule separately allows us to mix and match the rules and understand new FTLs. Second, it prevents the effects of rules from confounding each other. For example, analyzing a workload on an FTL that is sensitive to two rules can make it difficult to determine the source of performance degradation.
How to identify the root of a violation? Although WiscSee shows the performance problems, it does not directly reveal their root causes. However, using the hint from WiscSee, we can find out their causes by examining the internals of applications, file systems, and the SSD simulator. Because the source code of the applications, file systems and WiscSim are all available, we can understand them by freely tracing their behaviors or making experimental changes. For example, with the information provided by applications and file systems, we can investigate WiscSim and find the semantics of garbage data, why the garbage data was generated, and who is responsible. The whiskers indicate roughly how far data points extend [13] . Note that Linux block layer splits requests if they exceed a maximum size limit (1280 KB in our case) [8] .
The Contractors
In this section, we present our observations based on vertical analysis of applications, file systems, and FTLs. The observations are categorized and labeled by their focuses. Category App presents general behaviors and differences across applications. Category FS presents general behaviors and differences across file systems.
We will show, by analyzing how well each workload conforms to or violates each rule of the contract, that we can understand its performance characteristics. Additionally, by vertical analysis of these applications and file systems with FTLs, we hope to provide insights about their interactions and shed light on future designs in these layers.
Request scale
We evaluate and pinpoint request scale violations from applications and file systems by analyzing block traces, which include the type (read, write, and discard), size, and time (issue and completion) of each request. Since the trace is collected using a small portion of a large SSD, the traced behaviors are unlikely to be affected by SSD background activities, which should occur at a negligible frequency. Figure 3 shows the distributions of request sizes and NCQ depths. As we can see from the figures, the request scale varies significantly between different applications, as well as file systems. The difference between traditional file systems (i.e. ext4 and XFS) and log-structured file system (i.e. F2FS) is often significant.
Observation #1 (App): Log structure increases the scale of write size for applications, as expected. LevelDB and RocksDB are both log-structured, generating larger write requests than SQLiteRB, SQLiteWAL, and Varmail, in which write requests are limited by transaction size (10 insertions of 116-byte key-value pairs) or flush size (average 16 KB). However, the often large write amplification introduced by a log structure is harmful for SSDs [61] . We do not discuss this issue here as we focus on SSD interface usage.
Observation #2 (App): The scale of read requests is often low. Unlike write requests, which can be buffered and enlarged, the scale of read requests is harder to increase. Small requests, such as the database entries used in our evaluation, cannot be batched or concurrently issued due to dependencies. Users may need to query one key before another, or the database may need to read an index before reading data from the location given by the index. Figure 3a also shows that LevelDB issues larger requests than RocksDB because RocksDB disables Linux's default readahead behavior so the OS cache contains only explicitly requested data.
Observation #3 (App): SSD-conscious optimizations have room for improvements. Neither RocksDB, which is optimized for SSDs, nor LevelDB is able to saturate device resources. Figure 3b shows that RocksDB is only able to use a few more NCQ slots than LevelDB, despite RocksDB's use of multi-threaded compaction to increase SSD parallelism [14] . 8 We do see the number of writing processes increase, but the write concurrency does not increase and device bandwidth is underutilized (bandwidth results are not shown). For example, Figure 4 shows a snippet of NCQ depth over time on ext4 for compaction operations in LevelDB and RocksDB. RocksDB does not appear to use NCQ slots more efficiently than LevelDB during compaction. One obvious optimization would be to perform reads in parallel, as the figure shows that RocksDB reads several files serially, indicated by the short spikes. The rela-tively higher queue depth shown in Figure 3b is due to higher concurrency during flushing memory contents.
Observation #4 (App): Frequent data barriers in applications limit request scale. Data barriers are often created by synchronous data-related system calls such as fsync() and read(), which LevelDB, RocksDB, SQLite and Varmail all frequently use. Since a barrier has to wait for all previous requests to finish, the longest request wait time determines the time between barriers. For example, the writes in Figure 4 (higher depth) are sent to the SSD (by fdatasync()) at the same time but complete at different times. While waiting, the SSD bandwidth is wasted. As a result, frequent application data barriers significantly reduce the number of requests that can be concurrently issued. Although the write data size between barriers in LevelDB and RocksDB is about 2 MB on average (which is much larger than the sizes of SQLiteRB, SQLiteWAL, and Varmail), barriers still degrade performance. As Figure 4 shows, the write and read barriers frequently drain the NCQ depth to 0, underutilizing the SSD.
Observation #5 (FS): Linux buffered I/O implementation limits request scale. Even though LevelDB and RocksDB read 2 MB files during compactions, which are relatively large reads, their request scales to the SSD are still small. In addition to previously mentioned reasons, the request scale is small because the LevelDB compaction, as well as the RocksDB compaction from the first to the second level ("the only compaction running in the system most of the time" [15] ), are single-threaded and use buffered reads.
The Linux buffered read implementation splits and serializes requests before sending to the block layer and subsequently the SSD. If buffered read() is used, Linux will form requests of read ahead kb (default: 128) KB, send them to the block layer and wait for data one at a time. If buffered mmap() is used, a request, which is up to read ahead kb KB, is sent to the block layer only when the application thread reads a memory address that triggers a page fault. In both buffered read() and mmap(), only a small request is sent to the SSD at a time, which cannot exploit the full capability of the SSD. In contrast to buffered reads, direct I/O produces much larger request scale. The direct I/O implementation sends application requests in whole to the block layer. Then, the block layer splits the large requests into smaller ones and sends them asynchronously to the SSD.
Application developers may think reading 2 MB of data is large enough and should achieve high performance on SSDs. Surprisingly, the performance is low because the request scale is limited by a seemingly irrelevant setting for readahead. To mitigate the problem, one may set read ahead kb to a higher value. However, such setting may force other applications to unnecessarily read more data. In addition, the request to the block layer is limited up to a hard-coded size (2 MB), to avoid pinning too much memory on less capa- The discard ratios of read workloads are not shown because they issue a negligible number of discards (or none at all).
ble machines. We believe this size should be tunable so that one can achieve larger request scale on more capable machines and storage devices. Other ways to avoid the buffered read problem include reading by multiple threads or by small asynchronous I/Os. However, these approaches unnecessarily complicate programming. We believe that the Linux I/O path should be re-examined to find and fix similar problems when we transit from the HDD to the SSD era. Observation #6 (FS): Frequent data barriers in file systems limit request scale. File systems also issue barriers, which are often caused by applications and affect all data in the file system [39, 77] . Journaling in ext4 and XFS, often triggered by data flushing, is a frequent cause of barriers. Checkpointing in F2FS, which is often triggered by fsyncing directories for consistency in LevelDB, RocksDB, and SQLiteRB, suspends all operations. Barriers in file systems, as well as in applications (Observation 4), limit the benefit of multi-process/thread data access.
Observation #7 (FS): File system log structuring fragments application data structures. F2FS issues smaller reads and unnecessarily uses more NCQ slots than ext4 and XFS for sequential queries of SQLiteRB and SQLiteWAL. This performance problem arises because F2FS breaks the assumption made by SQLiteRB and SQLiteWAL that file systems keep the B-tree format intact. For SQLiteRB, F2FS appends both the database data and the database journal to the same log in an interleaved fashion, which fragments the database. For SQLiteWAL, F2FS also breaks the B-tree structure, because F2FS is log-structured, causing file data layout in logical space to depend on the time of writing, not its offset in the file. Due to the broken B-tree structure, F2FS has to read discontiguous small pieces to serve sequential queries, unnecessarily occupying more NCQ slots, while ext4 and XFS can read from their more intact B-tree files.
When the number of available NCQ slots is limited or the number of running applications is large, workloads that require more NCQ slots are more likely to occupy all slots, causing congestion at the SSD interface. In addition, for the same amount of data, the increased number of requests incur more per-request overhead.
Observation #8 (FS): Delaying and merging slow nondata operations could boost immediate performance. Nondata discard operations occupy SSD resources, including NCQ slots, and therefore can reduce the scale of more Figure 6 : Locality -Miss Ratio Curves. We set the cache to cover 1%, 5%, 10%, 50%, and 100% of the logical space. seq/S indicates sequential for databases and small set of files for Varmail. rand/L indicates random for databases and large set of files for Varmail.
immediately-valuable read and write operations. We present the ratio of discard operations to all operations for all write workloads in Figure 5 . As we can see, ext4 and XFS often issue more discard requests than F2FS, because ext4 and XFS both immediately discard the logical space of a file when it is deleted. SQLiteWAL reuses its write-ahead log file instead of deleting it and thus incurs very few discard operations. On the other hand, SQLiteRB and Varmail frequently create and delete small files, leading to many small discard operations. Such behavior may lead to severe performance degradation on SSDs that do not handle discard operations quickly (a common problem in modern SSDs [22, 52] ). In contrast to ext4 and XFS, F2FS attempts to delay and merge discard operations, which boosts immediate performance by reducing the frequency and increasing the size of discard operations. However, later we will show that this (sometimes infinite) delay in performing discards can significantly degrade sustainable performance.
Locality
We study locality by examining miss ratio curves [89, 90] , obtained from WiscSim with an on-demand page-level mapping scheme based on DFTL [48] . We revise the cache replacement policy of the mapping scheme to be aware of spatial locality, as it is a common and important attribute of many workloads [43, 89, 90] . In this FTL, one translation page contains entries that cover 1 MB of contiguous logical space. Our replacement policy prefers to evict clean entries rather than dirty ones. Our locality study here is applicable in general, as locality is a valuable property in storage systems. Figure 6 presents the miss ratios curves. Columns indicate different combinations of applications and read/write modes. For example, leveldb.read and level.write indicate LevelDB query and insertion workloads, respectively. Rows indicate workload I/O patterns. The x-axis shows the fractions of logical space that can be covered by the different cache sizes. Intuitively, small and distant requests tend to have poor locality and thus higher miss ratios. As we can see for writes, log-structured applications (LevelDB, RocksDB, and SQLiteWAL) have better locality than others, as logstructured writing produces a more sequential I/O pattern. Read locality, on the other hand, is highly dependent on the pattern of requests.
Observation #9 (App): SSDs demand aggressive and accurate prefetching. RocksDB queries (rocksdb.read) experience much higher miss ratios than LevelDB, because RocksDB disables Linux's readahead and thus issues much smaller requests (as discussed in Section 5.1). The high miss ratio, as well as low request scale, leads to low utilization of the SSD. On the other hand, LevelDB enables readahead, which naively prefetches data nearby; the prefetched data could go unused and unnecessarily occupy host memory. We believe that, with powerful SSDs, aggressive and accurate prefetching should be used to boost SSD utilization and application performance.
Observation #10 (FS): Aggressively reusing space improves locality. XFS achieves the best locality on all workloads, because XFS aggressively reuses space from deleted files by always searching free space from the beginning of a large region (XFS allocation group). In contrast, other file systems delay reuse. F2FS delays discarding space of deleted files (Observation 8) and therefore delays their reuse; ext4 prefers to allocate new space near recent allocated space, which implicitly avoids immediate space reuses.
Observation #11 (FS): Legacy policies could break locality. For the Varmail write workload, ext4 has much higher miss ratios than XFS and F2FS, because (ironically) an allocation policy called Locality Grouping breaks locality. Locality grouping was originally designed to optimize small file handling for HDDs by storing them in globally shared preallocated regions to avoid long seeks between small files [27, 51] . However, the small writes of Varmail in fact spread across a large area and increase cache misses. Data is spread for several reasons. First, ext4 pre-allocates a group of 2 MB regions (a locality group) for each core repeatedly as they are filled. Second, the large number of CPU cores in modern machines lead to a large number of locality groups. Third, writes can go to any place within the locality groups depending on which core performs the write. The combination of these factors leads to small and scattered write requests for ext4 running Varmail. Similarly to Varmail, SQLiteRB read, which also frequently creates and deletes files, suffers slightly degraded performance as a result of locality grouping.
Observation #12 (FS): Log structuring is not always log-structured. For the Varmail write workload, F2FS often suffers from larger miss ratios than XFS, despite its logstructured design which should lead to good spatial locality and thus very low miss ratios. F2FS has high miss ratios because it frequently switches to a special mode called inplace-update mode, which issues many small, random writes over a large portion of the device. The reason for F2FS to switch to in-place-update mode is to reduce the metadata overhead of keeping track of new blocks. In-place-update mode is triggered if the following two conditions are satisfied. First, flush size must be less than 32 KB. Second, the workload must be overwriting data. Surprisingly, despite its append-only nature, Varmail still triggers F2FS's in-place update. It satisfies the first condition easily, because it flushes data in random small quantities (16 KB on average). More subtly, while Varmail is only appending to each file, if the previous append to the file only partially occupies its last sector (4 KB), the current append operation will read, modify and overwrite the last sector of the file, satisfying the second condition. We call such behavior partial sector use. Because the two conditions are satisfied, partial sector use in Varmail triggers in-place-update mode of F2FS, which results in small, scattered write requests among many previously written files. It is easy to see how such behavior can also break the Aligned Sequentiality rule, which we will discuss in Section 5.3. Note that SQLite can also incur partial sector use since its default operation unit size is 1 KB. 9 Observation #13 (FS): Log structuring can spread data widely across a device and thus reduce locality. F2FS has the highest miss ratios for most SQLiteRB and SQLiteWAL query workload. This poor cache performance arises because F2FS spreads database data across logical space as it appends data to its log and it breaks the B-tree structure of SQLite, as we have mentioned in Section 5.1.
Aligned Sequentiality
We study aligned sequentiality by examining the unaligned ratio, which is the ratio of the size of data in the SSD with misaligned mappings (see Figure 1) to total application file size. The data pages with misaligned mapping are potential victims of expensive merging. The unaligned ratio is obtained using a hybrid mapping scheme [74] in WiscSim. Requests are not striped across channels in our multi-channel implementation of this scheme as striping immediately fragments mappings. Flash block size is an important factor that affects aligned sequentiality. If the block size is large, logical writes must be aligned and sequential in a wider logical area in order to maintain logical-to-physical address alignment. Therefore, smaller block sizes make an SSD less sensitive to alignment. Unfortunately, block sizes tend to be large [20, 21] . We analyze different block sizes to understand how it impacts different combinations of applications and file systems. Figure 7 shows the unaligned ratios of different combinations of applications, I/O patterns, file systems and block sizes. Read workloads do not create new data mappings and thus are not shown. As we can see, applications with large log-structured files (LevelDB and RocksDB) often have lower unaligned ratios than other applications. In addition, unaligned ratios can be greater than 1, indicating that there is more unaligned data inside the SSD than the application file data. The figure also shows that larger block sizes lead to higher unaligned rations.
Observation #14 (App): Application log structuring does not guarantee alignment. The log-structured LevelDB and RocksDB can also have high unaligned ratios, despite writing their files sequentially. On ext4 and XFS, the misalignment comes from aggressive reuse of space from deleted files, which can cause the file system to partially overwrite a region that is mapped to a flash block and break the aligned mapping for that block. F2FS often has smaller unaligned ratios than ext4 and XFS because it prefers to use clean F2FS segments that contain no valid data, where F2FS can write sequentially; however, there is still misalignment because if a clean F2FS segment is not available, F2FS triggers threaded logging (filling holes in dirty segments).
Observation #15 (FS): Log-structured file systems may not be as sequential as commonly expected. Except for sequential insertion (seq/S) on SQLiteWAL, both SQLiteRB and SQLiteWAL have very high unaligned ratios on F2FS, which is supposed to be low [62] . For SQLiteRB, F2FS sees high unaligned ratios for two reasons. First, in every transaction, SQLiteRB overwrites the small journal file header and Ratios) . A zombie curve shows the sorted non-zero valid ratios of blocks. Labels 'n' and 's' indicate non-segmented and segmented FTLs, respectively. The x-axis is normalized to logical space size. Zombie curves show important usage characteristics of SSDs. A curve that is much shorter than 1 on x-axis indicates that only a small portion of blocks are occupied (i.e., fully or partially valid); a curve reaches beyond 1 on x-axis indicates that the total size of occupied blocks is larger than the logical space size (some over-provisioned blocks are occupied). The area size under a curve is the size of valid data in proportion to the logical space size. An under-curve area with size close to 0 (e.g., sqlite-wal with seq/S on ext4) indicates a small amount of valid data in the simulated SSD; an under-curve area with size close to 1 (e.g., Varmail on F2FS) suggests that almost all the data on logical space is considered valid by the SSD. a small amount of data inside the database file. Both cases trigger in-place updates, which break sequentiality. Second, the FTL has to keep a large amount of ghost data that is deleted by the application but not discarded by the file system, which is one of the major reasons that unaligned ratio can be greater than 1. Ghost data is produced because F2FS delays discard operations until an F2FS segment (2 MB) contains no valid application data and thus becomes "clean". However, SQLiteRB's valid data is spread across many segments, which are considered "dirty" by F2FS. F2FS does not clean these dirty segments as it would interfere with current application traffic. Thus, many segments are not discarded, leaving a large amount of ghost data. The write pattern of SQLiteWAL is different, however. The combination of SQLiteWAL and F2FS violates aligned sequentiality because merging data from the write-ahead log to the database also incurs small discrete updates of the database file, triggering in-place updates in F2FS; it also has a large amount of unaligned ghost data due to the delayed discarding of dirty F2FS segments.
Observation #16 (FS): sequential + sequential 6 = sequential. Surprisingly, the append-only Varmail with logstructured F2FS produces non-sequential writes and has high unaligned ratios. This non-sequentiality is caused by partialsector usage (discussed in Section 5.2) which triggers F2FS in-place update mode, and F2FS produces ghost data from delayed discards. Varmail has high unaligned ratios on ext4 and XFS as it appends to random small files.
Grouping by Death Time
We introduce zombie curve analysis to study Grouping By Death Time. We set the space over-provisioning of WiscSim to be infinitely large and ran workloads on it for a long time. While running, we periodically take a snapshot of the valid ratios of the used flash blocks, which is the ratio of valid pages to all pages inside a block. The valid ratios provide useful information about zombie (partially valid) blocks, which are the major contributors to SSD garbage collection overhead. We find that the distribution of valid ratios quickly reaches a stable state. The zombie curve formed by stable sorted valid ratios can be used to study how well each file system groups data by death time. The WiscSim FTL used for this study is based on DFTL [48] , with added support for logical space segmentation and multiple channels. Figure 8 presents the zombie curve for each workload. An ideally grouped workload would be shown as a vertical cliff, indicating zero zombie blocks. In such a case, the garbage collector can simply erase and reuse blocks without moving any data. A workload that grossly violates grouping by death time has a curve with a large and long tail, which is more likely to incur data movement during garbage collection. This large and long tail arises because garbage collection must move the data in zombie blocks to make free space if available flash space is limited. Analysis by zombie curves is generally applicable because it is independent of any particular garbage collection algorithm or parameter.
Observation #17 (App): Application log structuring does not reduce garbage collection. It has long been believed that application-level log structure reduces garbage collection, but it does not. As shown in Figure 8 , LevelDB and RocksDB have large tails (gradual slopes), especially for rand/L and mix patterns. Sequential writes within individual files, which are enabled by log structuring, do not reduce garbage collection overhead as indicated by the zombie curves.
The fundamental requirement to reduce garbage collection overhead is to group data by death time, which both LevelDB and RocksDB do not satisfy. First, both LevelDB and RocksDB have many files that die at different times because compactions delete files at unpredictable times. Second, data of different files are often mixed in the same block. When LevelDB and RocksDB flush a file (about 2 MB), the file data will be striped across many channels to exploit the internal parallelism of the SSD [34] . Since each block re-ceives a small piece of a file, data from multiple files will be mixed in the same flash block. Our 128-KB block in the simulation may mix data from two files since the 2-MB file data is striped across 16 channels and each channel receives 128 KB of data, which may land on two blocks. As blocks are often bigger in modern SSDs, more files are likely to be mixed together. Third, files flushed together by foreground insertions (from memory to files) and background compactions are also mixed in the same block, because the large application flush is split into smaller ones and sent to the SSD in a mixed fashion by the Linux block layer.
Another problem of LevelDB and RocksDB is that they both keep ghost data, which increases garbage collection overhead. Even if users of LevelDB and RocksDB delete or overwrite a key-value pair, the pair (i.e., ghost data) can still exist in a file for a long time until the compaction process removes it. Such ghost data increases the tail size of a zombie curve and the burden of garbage collection.
Observation #18 (FS): Applications often separate data of different death time and file systems mix them. Both ext4 and XFS have thin long tails for SQLiteRB and SQLite-WAL. These long tails occur because ext4 and XFS mix database data with the database journal and write-ahead log for SQLiteRB and SQLiteWAL, respectively. Since database journal and write-ahead log die sooner than the database data, only the database data is left valid in zombie blocks. Note that our experiments involve only up to two SQLite instances. Production systems running many instances could end up with a fat, long tail.
Observation #19 (FS): All file systems typically have shorter tails with segmented FTLs than they have with non-segmented FTLs, suggesting that FTLs should always be segmented. Segmentation in logical space enables grouping by space. Since file systems often place different types of data to different locations, segmentation is often beneficial. The longer tail of non-segmented FTL is due to mixing more data of different death times, such as application data and the file system journal. The difference between segmented and non-segmented FTLs are most visible with SQLiteRB.
Observation #20 (FS): All file systems fail to group data from different directories to prevent them from being mixed in the SSD. Data belonging to different users or application instances, which are often stored in different file system directories, usually have different death times. For example, one database may be populated with long-lived data while another is populated with short-lived data. Linux ext4 fails to group data from different directories because its locality group design (Section 5.2) mixes all small files ( 64 KB) and its stream optimization appends chunks of large files (> 64 KB) next to each other (stream optimization was originally designed to avoid long seeks while streaming multiple files on HDDs) [51] . XFS groups data from different directories in different regions, known as allocation groups. However, data from different directories may still end up mixed when allocation groups overflow or XFS runs out of empty allocation groups. F2FS tries to isolate different types of data, such as file data, file inodes, directory entries, and directory inodes. Unfortunately, F2FS mixes data from all files (except files with a few specific extensions such as mp3) written to the file system into a single log regardless of their parent directories, grossly violating grouping by death time. Observation #21 (FS): F2FS sacrifices too much sustainable performance for immediate performance. F2FS exhibits a much larger tail than ext4 and XFS for SQLiteRB, SQLiteWAL, Varmail, and non-sequential patterns of LevelDB and RocksDB. This poor behaviors materializes because F2FS delays discards, sometimes infinitely, of data that is already overwritten or deleted by applications, whereas ext4 and XFS discard them immediately, as discussed in Section 5.1 and 5.3. We determine that F2FS sacrifices sustainable performance for immediate performance because the un-discarded data becomes ghost data which produces a large number of zombie blocks and increases garbage collection overhead. The large amount of zombie blocks makes the pair of SQLiteRB and F2FS very sensitive to SSD garbage collection capabilities. On SSDs with fast discard operations this trade-off could be counterproductive, because it may not improve immediate performance but could degrade sustainable performance significantly.
Uniform Data Lifetime
The uniform data lifetime rule is for reducing flash cell program/erase variance and wear-leveling cost. The exact cost of wear-leveling varies significantly between different algorithms and architectures [30, 55, 72] . Data lifetime variance is the fundamental source of program/erase variance and wear-leveling cost.
We use the write count of logical pages to estimate data lifetime. The lifetime of a piece of data starts when it is written to a logical page address, and ends when the physical page address is discarded or overwritten by new data. If one logical page address has many more writes than another during the same time period, the data written on the former logical page address has much shorter lifetime than the later on average. Therefore, a higher write count on a logical page address indicates that the address is written with data of shorter lifetime and with more data.
Since program/erase variance is a long-term effect, we run our applications much longer to gather statistics. Each combination of application and file system generates at least 50 times and up to 800 times more data traffic than the logical capacity. Based on our analysis, we believe our results are representative even for much larger traffic sizes.
In Figure 9 , we show the logical space write count of different combinations of applications and file systems. For ease of comparison, the x-axis (logical pages) is sorted by write count and normalized to the written area. Ideally, the curve should be flat. We can see that log-structured applications are more robust than others across different file systems. Also, small portions of the logical space tend to be written at vastly higher or lower frequencies than the rest.
Observation #22 (FS): Application and file system data lifetimes differ significantly. The write counts of application data and the file system journal often vary significantly. For example, when running SQLiteWAL (rand/L) on XFS, the database data is written 20 times more than the journal on average (the flat line on the right side of the curve is the journal). In addition, when running Varmail (rand/L) on ext4, the journal is on average written 23 times more than Varmail data. The most frequently written data (the journal superblock) is written 2600 times more than average Varmail data. Such a difference can lead to significant variance in flash cell wear.
F2FS shows high peaks on LevelDB, RocksDB, and SQLiteRB, which is due to F2FS checkpointing. F2FS conducts checkpointing, which writes to fixed locations (checkpoint segment, segment information table, etc.), when applications call fsync on directories. Since LevelDB, RocksDB and SQLiteRB call fsync on directories for crash consistency, they frequently trigger F2FS checkpointing, which writes to fixed locations. Such high peaks are particularly harmful because the large amount of short-lived traffic frequently programs and erases a small set of blocks, while most blocks are held by the long-lived data.
Observation #23 (FS): All file systems have allocation biases. Both ext4 and XFS prefer to allocate logical space from low to high addresses due to their implementations of space search. F2FS prefers to put user data at the beginning of logical space and node data (e.g. inode, directory entries) at the end. These biases could lead to significant lifetime differences. For example, on Varmail (seq/S) ext4 touches a large area but also prefers to allocate from low addresses, incurring significant data lifetime variance.
Observation #24 (FS): In-place-update file systems preserve data lifetime of applications. Both ext4 and XFS show high peaks with SQLiteRB and SQLiteWAL because SQLite creates data of different lifetimes and both file systems preserve it. The high peak of SQLiteRB is due to overwriting the database header on every transaction. For SQLite-WAL, the high peak is due to repeatedly overwriting the write-ahead log. The large portion of ext4 logical space with low write count is the inode table, which is initialized and not written again for this workload (sqlite-wal column). The inode table of SQLiteRB is also only written once, but it accounts for a much smaller portion because SQLiteRB touches more logical space (as discussed in Section 5.2).
Discussion
By analyzing the interactions between applications, file systems and FTLs, we have learned the following lessons.
Being friendly to one rule is not enough: the SSD contract is multi-dimensional. Log-structured file systems such as F2FS are not a silver bullet. Although pure log-structured file systems conform to the aligned sequentiality rule well, it suffers from other drawbacks. First, it breaks apart application data structures, such as SQLite's B-tree structure, and thus breaks optimizations based on the structures. Second, logstructured file systems usually mix data of different death times and generate ghost data, making garbage collection very costly.
Although not perfect, traditional file systems still perform well upon SSDs. Traditional file systems have HDDoriented optimizations that can violate the SSD contract. For example, locality grouping and stream optimization in ext4 were designed to avoid long seeks. Unfortunately, they now violate the grouping by death time rule of the SSD contract as we have shown. However, these traditional file systems continue to work well on SSDs, often better than the log-structured F2FS. This surprising result occurs because the HDD unwritten contract shares some similarity with the SSD contract. For example, HDDs also require large requests and strong locality to achieve good performance.
The complex interactions between applications, file systems, and FTLs demand tooling for analysis. There are countless applications and dozens of file systems, all of which behave differently with different inputs or configurations. The interactions between layers are often difficult to understand and we have often found them surprising. For example, running append-only Varmail on log-structured F2FS produces non-sequential patterns. To help deal with the diversity and complexity of applications and file systems, we provide an easy-to-use toolkit, WiscSee, to simplify the examination of arbitrary workloads and aid in understanding the performance robustness of applications and file systems on different SSDs. Practically, WiscSee could also be used to find the appropriate provisioning ratio before deployment, using visualizations such as the zombie curves.
Myths spread if the unwritten contract is not clarified. Random writes are often considered harmful for SSDs because they are believed to increase garbage collection overhead [31, 33, 62, 71] . As a result, pessimistic views have spread and systems are built or optimized based on this assumption [14, 24, 32, 60] .
We advocate an optimistic view for random writes. Random writes often show low sustainable performance because benchmarks spread writes across a large portion of the logical space without discarding them and effectively create a large amount of valid data without grouping by death time [31, 58, 78] , which would show as a large tail in our zombie curve. However, random writes can perform well as long as they produce a good zombie curve so that SSDs do not need to move data before reusing a flash block. For example, random writes perform well if they spread only across a small logical region, or data that is randomly written together is discarded together to comply with the rule of grouping by death time. Essentially, write randomness is not correlated with the rule of grouping by death time and garbage collection overhead.
Sequential writes, often enabled by log structure, are believed to reduce garbage collection overhead inside SSDs. Sequential writes across a large logical space, as often produced by benchmarks, show high sustainable performance because data that is written together will be later overwritten at the same time, implicitly complying with the rule of grouping by death time. However, as we have observed, log-structured writes in applications such as LevelDB and RocksDB often do not turn into repeated sequential writes across a large logical space, but sporadic sequential writes (often 2 MB) at different locations with data that die at different times. These writes violate the rule of grouping by death time and do not help garbage collection. In addition, log-structured file systems, such as F2FS, may not produce large sequential writes as we have often observed.
We advocate dropping the terms "random write" and "sequential write" for discussing SSD workloads regarding garbage collections. Instead, one should study death time and use zombie curves as a graphic tool to characterize workloads. The terms "random" and "sequential" are fine for HDDs as HDD performance is impacted only by the characteristic of two consecutive accesses [82] . However, SSDs are very different as their performance relies also on accesses that are long before the most recent ones. Such outof-date and overly simplified terms bring misconceptions and suboptimal system designs for SSDs.
Related Work
Our paper uncovers the unwritten contract of SSDs and analyzes application and file system behaviors with the contract. We believe it is novel in several aspects.
Previous work often offers incomplete pictures of SSD performance [31, 58, 62, 71] . A recent study by Yadgar et al. [92] analyzes multiple aspects of SSD performance such as spatial locality, but omits critical components such as the concurrency of requests. The study by Lee et al. evaluates only the immediate performance of F2FS and real applications, but neglects sustainable performance problems [62] .
Our investigation analyzes five dimensions of the SSD contract for both immediate and sustainable performance, providing a more complete view of SSD performance.
Previous studies fail to connect applications, file systems and FTLs. Studies using existing block traces [48, 54, 95] , including the recent study by Yadgar et al. [92] , cannot reason about the behaviors of applications and file systems because the semantics of the data is lost and it is impossible to re-create the same environment for further investigation. Another problem of such traces is that they are not appropriate for SSD related studies, because they were collected in old HDD environments which are optimized for HDDs. Studies that evaluate applications and file systems on blackbox SSDs [59, 62] cannot accurately link the application and file system to hidden internal behaviors of the SSD. In addition, studies that benchmark black-box SSDs [31, 34] or SSD simulators [49] provide few insights about applications and file systems, which can use SSDs in surprising ways. In contrast, we conduct full-stack analysis with diverse applications, file systems, and a fully functioning modern SSD simulator, which allows us to investigate not only what happened, but why it happened.
Conclusions
Due to the sophisticated nature of modern FTLs, SSD performance is a complex subject. To better understand SSD performance, we formalize the rules that SSD clients need to follow and evaluate how well four applications (one with two configurations) and three file systems (two traditional and one flash-friendly) conform to these rules on a full-function SSD simulator that we have developed. This simulationbased analysis allows us to not only pinpoint rule violations, but also the root causes in all layers, including the SSD itself. We have found multiple rule violations in applications, file systems, and from the interactions between them. We believe our analysis here can shed light on design and optimization across applications, file systems and FTLs, and the tool we have developed could benefit future SSD workload analysis.
